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ABSTRACT: This study describes four cases of loggerhead sea turtles with fishhooks in the gastrointestinal tract. Two dead turtles with a hook in the esophagus had local fibrosis with an invagination of the keratinized stratified squamous epithelium surrounding the hook, isolating it from the subjacent stroma, one had a hook in the cloaca which was expelled spontaneously, and one had plication of the intestine with necrosis caused by the long monofilament line attached to the hook lodged in the esophagus. Lethal injuries were related to the effect of strangulation and traction produced by the line throughout the gastrointestinal tract rather than the presence of the hook in the esophageal mucosa. Hook size, point of attachment to the gastrointestinal tract, the presence or not of a long monofilament line, and the traction applied by it could be crucial for turtle survival.
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The loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta) is a widespread species of sea turtle greatly threatened by the increase in accidental catches by longline sets. In some areas, such as the Mediterranean sea, fishhook ingestion causes traumatic injuries in the gastrointestinal tract, leading to death in some cases (Pont and Alegre, 2000; Di Bello et al., 2006a). However, other authors have stated that sea turtles are apparently able to sustain considerable injuries and still survive with hooks in the gastrointestinal tract (Tomas et al., 2001; Alegre et al., 2006). However, damage caused by long-term hooking in tissues has not been evaluated. This short report describes four cases of turtles admitted to the Rescue Center for Marine Animals (CRAM), Premiá de Mar, Barcelona, Spain, with fishhooks in the gastrointestinal tract.

Turtles 1 and 2 were juvenile specimens that were dead on arrival at the center due to capture by fishing nets. Turtle 1 had a 3-cm “J” hook, without a line, attached to the midesophagus, surrounded by abundant firm white tissue, which was determined to be fibrosis histologically (Fig. 1A). The fibrous scarring caused displacement of the esophageal lumen. Histologic examination showed an invagination of the keratinized stratified squamous epithelium that normally covers the esophageal papillae surrounding the hook (Fig. 1B) and isolates it from the subjacent stroma. Keratin and detritus were present where the hook was lodged. The subjacent stroma consisted of a mature dense fibrous tissue where groups of striated myofibers from the esophageal wall were present.
(Fig. 1C). The diagnosis was hook-induced focal chronic fibrosis.

Turtle 2 had two 2-cm “J” fishhooks lodged in the distal esophagus, in the transition area to the non-papillated esophagus (Pressler et al., 2003). A firm white-yellow mass surrounded each hook (Fig. 1D). Both hooks had an associated monofilament line about 2.5 cm long. Tissue changes around one of the hooks were similar to the previous case, with an invaginated epithelium covered by keratin, cellular detritus and bacteria, and the presence of mature dense fibrous tissue in the subjacent stroma. With the other hook, ulcerated mucosa was observed, together with a deep focus of necrosis in the submucosa with cellular detritus from inflammatory cells and bacteria surrounded by macrophages and multinucleated giant cells, characteristic of a foreign body reaction or granuloma. The diagnosis was focal esophagitis with chronic fibrosis and foreign body granuloma induced by the hook, respectively.

Turtle 3 was a subadult captured by a fishing net and admitted to the center in August 2004. The turtle readily began voluntary feeding inside the tank and its health status seemed normal during clinical examination. A radiograph taken at admission showed the presence of a single double fishing hook in the descending colon, close to the cloaca (Fig. 2A). One week later, the hook (without monofilament line) was expelled naturally with the
feces. The turtle was released in October of the same year.

Turtle 4 was a juvenile accidentally captured in a trammel net. The turtle arrived to the center in a state of shock and died 24 hr later. Necropsy findings revealed the presence of a 3-cm “J” fishhook lodged in the distal esophagus and a long monofilament line (>40 cm) that pulled the gastrointestinal tract caudally, causing intestinal plication (Fig. 2B). The intestinal mucosa was ulcerated by the line, and a hemorrhagic focus and intestinal necrosis were present (Fig. 2C). The death of the animal was attributed to damage caused by the long monofilament line in the intestine.

The hooks extracted from the turtles in this case series were smaller than those usually employed in the long-line sets used in the western Mediterranean, and may have come from recreational or traditional fisheries. Hooks of this kind (about 2 to 3 cm long) lodged in the esophagus do not seem to compromise the survival of the turtle if the line is cut as short as possible. The lesions caused by the hooks seem to begin with transmural esophagitis that can affect the muscle layer, causing extensive localized fibrosis, as observed in turtle 1.

Figure 2. A. Dorsoventral radiograph of loggerhead sea turtle (turtle 3) with single double fishhook (arrow) close to cloaca. B. Intestinal plication of turtle 4 caused by peristalsis and line traction along gastrointestinal tract. Arrows indicate congestive areas of intestine. C. Internal view of intestine. 1, monofilament line; 2, areas with fibrin and necrosis.
with proliferation of superficial keratinized stratified squamous epithelium to isolate the hook from the subjacent tissue, characterizing a chronic lesion.

Turtle 3, which also had a small hook, showed that the radiographic presence of a hook in the intestines might not necessarily indicate the hook is attached. This finding agrees with the statement of Alegre et al. (2006) from their experimental study. Therefore, before contemplating surgical removal, if the health status of the animal allows, we recommend that at least two dorsoventral radiographs with a 72 hr interval be taken to check whether there is hook displacement.

Turtles with a long monofilament line attached to the hook, which is exiting through the cloaca or mouth (Di Bello et al., 2006b) have a worse prognosis than when the hook alone is present. First, the peristaltic movement displaces the line caudally, producing plication from the point of hook attachment. Plication can also occur when the line-set is taken up in the boat. Depending on the position of the hook inside the turtle, severe damage could ensue because of the turtle’s weight and traction. An external line is not always seen in turtles with intestinal plication, such as turtle 4 in this study. In these cases, contrasted radiographs of the gastrointestinal tract using 60% solution of barium sulphate as proposed by Di Bello et al. (2006b) could help in the diagnosis. Surgery is often necessary in these cases.

This short communication helps clarify the effect of long-term hooking in the gastrointestinal tract of loggerhead sea turtles. Lethal injuries are related to strangulations and traction produced by the line throughout the gastrointestinal tract rather than the presence of the hook in the mucosa. The size of the hook, position of attachment in the gastrointestinal tract, the presence or not of a long monofilament line, and the traction applied to it could be decisive to turtle survival. Although traumatic lesions can be a pathway of entry of bacteria and consequent septicemia (Orós et al., 2004), small fishing hooks with a short monofilament (<5 cm), even deeply attached, do not seem to compromise the life of the turtle. Fishing hooks lodged in the esophagus do not seem to cause great disturbance in the life of the turtle if no long monofilament line is attached. These findings explain why many turtle are found with several different old fishing hooks in their gastrointestinal tract.
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